
Personal Spiritual Development Plan
Purpose
The purpose of this assignment is to be intentional and proactive in creating a strategy to assist you in your
spiritual transformation process.  The exact nature of this plan will vary from person to person, for we are all
at individual stages in our spiritual journeys.

Factors Influencing the Development of YOUR GROWTH PLAN
Your personal spiritual growth plan should flow out of thoughtful reflection on the following:

Prayer / Guidance of the Spirit (Do you sense God’s prompting in certain areas?)

The Christian Life Profile test ( How do the results of your self-assessment and 3 “others assessment”
contribute to your growth plan?)

The Spiritual Gifts Assessment Test (Again, how do the results of your self-assessment influence your
development plan?)

Online Personality Assessment: 1)www.keirsey.com/sorter/register.aspx (test) (easier to take) OR
2) https://sapa-project.org (test)  &    (How does your personality assessment mesh 
with your spiritual gifts assessment?  How do they influence your spiritual development plan?

Spiritual Formation Journal:  Daily thoughts and insights from devotions (at least 3 sentences).

Spiritual Formation Paper: 4-6 pages - TYPED, Double Spaced, 12pt font.

Small Group Interaction Input:  Discussion insight on gifts and application from group members.
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Elements to include in YOUR GROWTH PLAN
A)  Identification of your current spiritual formation status/routine

Focus on 4 or 5 AREAS - Don’t get Overwhelmed with Issues...

How are you doing in cultivating God’s friendship on a daily basis?
Does your life have regular elements/time devoted to spiritual growth?
What does your current devotional life look like? (What elements comprise it? Areas of strength?
areas for improvement?)
What adjustments need to be made in your current patterns?

B)  Identification of specific areas in your spiritual life which need development? (3-4)
Are there disciplines or virtues in which God is nudging you to grow?
Are there problems/neglects that need to be addressed?
What obedience is the Lord calling you to do?
What can you do to improve your relationship with God?
What can you do to increase your spiritual transformation?

C)  Identification of specific steps you will take to help you work on these areas

In light of the desired growth, what response is necessary?
What changes may you have to make in your life / behavior?
Outline specific steps (action plan) you will take to pursue this growth.
What potential pitfalls or challenges will you face?
Be realistic:  Your plan must fit your current life situation for the next 6 months.
Be consistent:  Once a week/month won’t cut it.  Regularity and consistency is key.

D)  Identification of spiritual formation assessment
How will you assess if the desired growth is occurring?
What accountability will you have to assist you in following your plan?

E)  Identification of anticipated ramifications of growth in these areas
What do you envision as a result of the anticipated growth?
What changes will result in your life?
Will these be welcome changes, or difficult?

Group discussion journal entry input and discussion.

Group discussion journal entry input (at least 2 sentences).
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